WARRANTY
CHALLENGE tires are HANDMADE. We are one of only a couple of factories in the world mastering this ‘artisanlike’ manufacturing process. Because we consider of prime importance maintaining the rubber natural
properties intact, we avoid whenever possible, heat treatment vulcanizations and produce by a handmade
process.
Normally other tires are mostly industrially produced using this heat treatment called ‘vulcanization process’,
which helps ‘glue’ everything together. But, while this vulcanization process finishes and glues the tire parts
together more thoroughly, it also dries and hardens the rubber some, reducing the rubber’s grip (of particular
importance for a performing tire), its shock-absorption properties and ultimate comfort feel.
Making handmade tires is a difficult process and we pay constant attention to each step and detail.
Nevertheless a few small problems may occur that are imperceptible and that QC (quality control) inspection
during the various production phases do not notice.
The tread is applied manually by hand and therefore human error may occur involuntarily and however is rare.
These cases are below 1% but, we are constantly working to reach the target of close to 0%.
The problems refer to minimal parts of the tread coming unglued on new tires.
- This may happen because, when applying the tread to the casing, the worker may have touched the side of
the tread improperly and removed a bit of glue with his finger. The adhesion at QC check looks ok, but then on
first use the problem becomes more perceptible.
- Another reason can be that the tire may come in contact with a chemical agent, such as the solvent, when
cleaning the ribbon and applying the glue to the cotton tape. The solvent is also used afterwards to clean the
tread area after gluing it to the tape.
All these processes, when not done extremely carefully, may weaken the glue in that certain area and
involuntarily contribute to a slight problem later.
This is not a manufacturing problem but a minimal % of human error when handling the product.
Other things may occur when an end user mishandles a perfect product. These are high-end, handmade
products which require to be handled with proper care!
- Often users (or even mechanics) clean the bikes and tires with high pressure water guns. The pressure is at
times too strong, and when pointed directly to the tread of the tubular or tire for long time to clean it, the very
high pressure pointed on one spot (and especially to the sides) may eventually end up creating a problem
sooner or later.
- There are also cases of bikes being washed with detergents that contain degreasers and these are chemicals
that must not go in contact with the tires!

These are the most common problems of mishandling or improper cleaning of handmade tires.
In most cases factory defect tires are warranted by us and replaced immediately, but we do ask for a few
photos and description of each problem as it is quite easy for us to determine whether it was a factory defect
problem or a mishandling problem, in which case we are a little less happy to warrant.
These situations are related to handmade tires made by us or our competitors and they are known. They are
part of the handmade process and no matter how accurately you work on it, very slight human errors or
mishandlings may occur.
And on the other hand, no matter how much you communicate to the market, it is difficult to ‘train’ 100% of
end users and/or occasional mechanics about products they are not always so familiar with, so they may also
be occasionally mishandling.
Please communicate or circulate to all staff, dealers, teams for training and awareness.
Thank you for contributing to avoiding any misunderstandings or bad reviews, but explaining the nature of our
performing product and its production process and proper handling.
CHALLENGE masters an ‘artisan-like’ craft at its finest, to achieve tires which combine both top performance
and comfortable riding all in one!
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